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The first impression your guests receive of you and your
yacht is your tender. It should be an extension of your
style and compliment the yachting experience. Entering
a harbour will be amazing if your tender is unique.
The FJORD 36 MY tender lives up to every
expectation. Launched from the deck or picked up from
its berth, you have a fast, comfortable and safe ride, hand
crafted to top quality. Taking longer trips spontaneously
is just as easy as taking all guests ashore in one tour.

TheFJORD 36 MY tender is the logical
evolution of the successful FJORD 36 open.
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impressive design
What makes the FJORD 36 MY tender so special
are her characteristic lines and innovative design which
gives her an unique, modern look. Vertical bow, sharp edges,
precise horizontal lines and clean surfaces: these are
elements of a style reduced to the minimum. Each detail
is created exactly according to its function. Furthermore,
the FJORD 36 MY tender is praised with
many special features in order to make sure that only
her appearance will blow you and your guests away.

new exciting design, shaped like no other yacht with the
vertical bow and long, crisp lines
frameless windshield gives unlimited open feeling
individually hand-built for the client by boatbuilding craftsmen
consequently every FJORD 36 MY tender is unique,
a beautifully customized one-off

glide elegantly into the port
ride the waves in complete relaxation out on the sea

outstanding performance
The maximum speed of the FJORD 36 MY tender is
an impressive 42 knots – perfect for discovering hidden beaches
and ideal for shipping your guests quickly and safely between
the port and the big yacht. Its power is generated by two modern
Volvo diesel engines with a performance comparable to V8 bigblock petrol engines but with half the fuel consumption.

excellent performance and efficiency in all conditions,
even the most extreme!
up to 42 knots, great feel and high fun factor
long range capability

power for propulsion: two Volvo diesel engines with 260 hp each

comfortable handling

Comfortable handling and adequate power reserves
guarantee many unforgettable hours on board of the

FJORD 36 MY tender – for owners, guests
and crew. Wether you want to cruise off into the sunset
or for a fast shuttle service to that idyllic restaurant.
Once you‘re at your destination, the driving pleasure‚
is still not over: the joystick will help to berth the
FJORD smoothly, exactly where you want.

easy handling and precise docking in the port and on the
big yacht with joystick control
functional – tremendously dry with great storage,
whether space for diving equipment or for wake boarding
VIP transfers splash free & low noise guaranteed
crew friendly: low maintenance, flush decks along with
superior materials such as sunbrella fabrics and quality
build components

secure towing plades for controlled towing
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safe & relaxing
The first thing you notice when you step on the FJORD

36 MY tender is: every detail has been thought
through. For example, the integrated, folding steps, which
make your guests feel safe from the moment they step on
the ship. Once the two powerful Volvo engines have got
delivered you and your guests far enough offshore, just relax
on the king size sun lounger – or have a small party with
your guests and friends. You‘ll have to reach for the cold
drinks from the big refrigerator yourself but the admiring
looks from your guests will be absolutely spontaneous.

hull coming from a serial production, proven boat
designed by Patrick Banfield
huge bulwarks to make the stay on board a more safe one
steps built in to the side walls for easy embarking and disembarking
kitchen, bar with refrigerator, helm station all on one level
spacious, comfortable seating areas for 10 passengers
large relaxing spaces for lounging with unique shade options

practical and refreshing: the freshwater shower on the stern
too hot – no problem with the bimini from the bow to the stern

audio control station: perfect sound

the cockpit: the perfect lounge- and relaxing-area
for the well-being of all on board: the bathroom with electric toilet

welcome home
The reception on deck is continued below on
the FJORD 36 MY tender : with clear
design and quiet understatement. You find
everything optimally prepared for an extended
weekend trip or a short shuttle to the nearest
port. It goes without saying that taste is also
a top priority: choose your wood, materials
and a wide range of other details.

anchor rail with electric anchor winch

extra kitchen with refrigerator in the cockpit
the teak fixtures: from the front to the side deck

our options at
your choice
To make the unique feeling on your FJORD

36 MY tender complete, simply choose
from a wide range of options. From the bimini
for the bow and stern through to the sound
system and the bathing platform extension.

well protected: covers for seating

and sleeping areas

everything on the screen: Simrad GPS chart plotter
perfect protection from rain and spray water: the spray hood for the bow

docking station: good sound
set up in a matter of seconds: bimini sunshade for bow and stern

colours & materials

upholstery exterior

hull & waterline

upholstery interior

saligna

standard charcoal

standard cream

teak black

nougat

light grey

cream

brown

gold

cream

mud

flexiteek black
red
option

blue

beige

light grey

red

standard exotic mahagony

clay

jade

flexiteek grey

The hull and waterline can be painted in almost
every colour according to the Alexseal Yacht

sunbrella
option

wild cherry

Coating Selection. Please ask your dealer.

carbo style

flexiteek weathered black
yellow

red

blue

chocolate

light green
option

cloquè

antharcite
option

cord

gold

red

aubum
option

flexiteek weathered withe

blue

leather

oatmeal
standard

carpet

flexiteek scrubbed black

flexiteek scrubbed grey

flexiteek scrubbed withe
option

floor

white oak
option

wood
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technical details
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LOA

10.80 m

Beam

3.65 m

Diesel Capacity

approx. 600 l

Water

approx. 160 l

Displacement
CE Category
Speed
Engine
Design
Interior

approx. 6.0 t
B
approx. 30 – up to 42 knots

2 x 260 HP Volvo D4 DPH Drive
+ Joystick
Allseas Design
Design Unlimited

Modifications and errors reserved. Valid 2013.

main deck
standard

main deck
option with galley

lower deck

This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly comprise special equipment not included in the standard scope of supply. Illustrations may not
correspond with current versions. Subject to alterations in design and equipment without notice and errors excepted. Printing: Druckhaus Panzig. Design: smz GmbH
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